
Innovation MOM : a filling machine for bags & buckets up to 30kg (type Z78) 

 This weight-filling machine for large volumes is designed to fill buckets or bags 
thanks to its pneumatic  grip. 

 Thanks to its scale, the Z78 30kg is especially accurate & polyvalent : from 500g 
to 30kg on the same equipment ! 

 Using a precision-dosing auger, it reaches important speeds, up to 2,500 kg/h, 
while keeping its accuracy & cleanliness. 

 As the outcome of research in robustness & simplicity, the Z78 30kg requires 
little maintenance & less than 5 minutes for format changes, with no extra 
tooling. 

 Designed to minimize the efforts, the scale plate is made of idle rollers, allowing 
the user to simply push the filled packaging to the closing station. 

 Equipped with a dust capturing system, it allows to deal with all kinds of 
powders, from free-flowing ones to the dustiest ones. 

 For a better traceability, the machine records every weight filled, with its batch 
number, tare weight,… This data can be retrieved with any USB key or via 
Ethernet. No software or license needed ! 

 The supply in product for the Z78 30kg is automated by a sensor level located in 
the tank. It could be realised by gravity with a horizontal auger or with a 
pneumatic transfer system. 
 

 

 

 

The Z78 30kg will be exhibited at Interpack Hall 6 stand D10-5!  
Contact us for the solution best adapted to your specific constraints. 

MOM 
 19, rue Louis Bréguet, 93420 Villepinte 

+33 1 48 60 11 70 / projet@mom-packaging.com 

French packaging-machine manufacturer since 1927 

 A packaging-machine designer & manufacturer specialized in filling and closing dry & liquid products. 

 A dedicated study desk for the CAD, electricity, automatism, R&D, legal metrology & artificial intelligence. 

 A 4.0 fabrication shop equipped with a 5-axe numerically controlled machining centre. 

 A family company founded 90 years ago : more than 10,000 machines sold all around the world. 

 A factory located in Villepinte, just 15 minutes away from Paris CDG airport, train station & RER station. 


